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The Ccracept of llfelong Learninst

157- ducators have -1---ertted that 1.7-e ive a -07f

singly 1,77.:espDrz,,J; comprehensive, C- rapid ch,,e (e.g. 3:audma-an, 1975; Wail,

1975) - miarlgt o= his sort has errant consr-tuehne s for tnat

frac-nem:1y leer to the obsolesce of knowl =p and sk3.11Is, ±ar

syste--4c 1.1----ng can no longer he confined o cif.190d. 7--

young adulth=. This has aroused an interest =ha.: .-:',uct.9Tr of lii.elchg

educetion" ILT.e notdon that people have lea.--_-aing heeds ami ?KV:A.1moms

throught-

..7.o.mgh lifelong learning has become a --=-77-a..'tt_dt:M.S cretch-pase

among d- :term is deceptively side, ar d Icr-e_.=6± mere is c-ns.t.der-

able risks--le-,-ne.:ng and disagreement about how the mr=t-- t t.,recisaly

defined_ ,==.1 a==u t the fmplicatiozs of such definirir-- =or The fzrmal

educat::::=L s s es. Mlmy educators have embraced t7...a mmtlmn

learning ut_th treat eagerness. For examtle, in the field of hasher edQcatiar

lifelong ..,earcm, has been seen by some as a:a answer to the ctufr.lat

crisis faced b-rmtdversfties and colleges throughou= the ;&L.r:errt -171=.!

great expecta for Lifelong learning on the pa= of edu=ticr::

are cell encapsul=ed in the title of a monograph issued by t:21.her=.72n

Association of....--ther Education, entitled "Lifelong learner= A new c:fentele

for higher eduction" (Vermilye, 1974). Along these lines, 7.kat

University of York, in major newspaper advertisements carecta&rm :he

general public, recently talked about its activities in terme cZ 'the

lifelong experie=me". What appears to be meant here is simo/y tnet -,17=72rtunty
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for non-trail f.ticaal Students avail themselves of university courses -- in

other words js seen at almost synonymous with "adult

educazion'. atoms have cnnf:z:ied lifelong learaing with what is better terned

"recurrent e&utt=f_me" retrP5n4ng and upgrading of qualifications

ttkAS pla,e zpn vannnms points n±roughOut an individual's career instead cf being

confined to orce -.1-acek of ti=e :=7=LediateIy before career entry.

These conceptions al lifelong learning.see= unduly restrictive and

nisg=idad, p=7±.7,3.=:Ty because they imply that such learning can only take place

narcngh a pr=ness of "lifelong schooling" -- ignoring the fairly obvious fact

t-aat a great deal essential learning takes place outside the formal educa-

tional s-vstec., for exa=ple in he hone or at work.. The present authors argue

ir a se=se, learning is far too important to be left solely to profession-

LziuCators za direct teaching situations. Rather, educators would be better

-_rayed devizing sore meaos tc foster self-directed learning and help it to

p1 -A(7.e pruductively and- efficiently. Cropley (1978) haS suggested a set

of- zpprooriata goals for soh learning. He suggests taat the lifelong learner:

(1, should be strongly Aware of the relationship between learning and real

-_e; (2) should be aware cf the need for lifelong learning; (3) should be

higtly motivated to carry on a process of lifelong learning; (4) should possess

a self-concept favourt...le to lifelong learning; and (5) should possess the

necessary skills for lifelong learning. These skills includn the ability to (a)

nersonal objectives in a realistic way; (b) apply existing knowledge in an

ef.fective nanner; (c) evaluate one's own learning efficiently; (d) locate

infornation when it becomes apparent that there is a need to do so; (e) use

different and effective learning strategies in appropriate settings (in groups

or alone, with or without a teacher, and so on); and (f) employ a variety of

different learning tools, ranging from libraries to the media.
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The Role of educational institutions

It might be argued that to achieve these goals it would be better

tf students avoided traditional educational institutions, such as schools

and colleges, since the latter are so wedded to formal nnt-Tons of instruc-inn.

In practice, it sepnc =likely that the idea of a "de-s=hooled" society a=

advocated by Illich (1971) will be -ealized in practice, even if such an

approach were theoretically sound. In the case of higher education, it seems

likely that, despite some evidence of declining parrinination rates in North

America in the past decade, emd some tendency for stud emrs to delay entry into

the for=a1 educational system, there are still many good reasons

why large numbers of students will continue to seek college degrees in the

three or four years after leaving high school. For instance, there are consid-

erable social= and economic pressures to earn conventional edncationaI gwaIlfica-

t::ons, giving rise to real or perceived needs to earn a basic initial training

:or jog entry. While there hAS been some shift away from a total reliance by

tiversities and colleges on students in the 1E-21 age bracket, caused iy open

prnission policies for mature students, such changes only serve to reinforce

the general indentification of university level education with the earning of

a formal, and fairly convectional, baccalaureate degree.

If it is accepted that this pattern is unlikely to change radically

in the immediate future, then it seems sensiKe to work with the existing

system of higher education to try to make it more responsive to new lifelong

learning needs. This could be done by attempting to foster student character-

istics needed for lifelong learning, encompassing knowledge, skills, motivation,

and atzitudes.
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:...te-Z±EtS for Lifelong Education

In practical teTT7-s, just -7 =it he e.u=nntltihed/ In the use

(2:1-F r' system, Cropley (1978) aruer: tf.at 24,- -rant element i= she

prc7 of lifelong educat1on is the-=-Jp.J=.___1_=
. -T -ng nf teachers. I =he

otaLse_ nizher education, however, fon-LL,,-.1 -= virtually mon-

=.=...== Although there are Some Signs tnat :altses for new tZtanneta

=equi=a=2 in the future (e.g.: system), in thE-

=ay be counter-productive of encouraging

of lifelong learning e the establishmen=

"course" in pedagogy may N4-,z1.-1 ......2.-enct1on that learning

cc"' -es -2--1-m=rily from exposure to a fimedl-cmiyoTT- transmitted through

carnleo-ional 1idactic methods -- in cont=st to _ enheLrfential approach that

appropriate to the concept of liEeIong In other words, the

:ay 7:o pronote understanding of lifelong LE217::, it n= --ably not to organize

cries of lectures on what Cropley (19' ) ca Cne "ccntent" (as opposed to

17c.,cess) of lifelong education: tr h'n so ir`A.-.1.c-. be institutionalize a

Learning that should not be cow ad tr. my parzIcalir formal educe-

setting. As an alternative to --I- :7 course of training for

_eacaers in higher education, it might _coirnble to approach the topic of

i.felong learning by exposing teacLers =-_-'ffEerent Learning approaches that

_ley can e=perience for themselves in situ =ions This "workshop"

approach has in fact been a major tool cf instructional development move-

_nett in North America, and is discussed forntr below.

A great deal of instruction co-:-,temporary higher education takes

lace through the traditional expository _ex..h_one of the lecture. Furthermore,

izt is probable that the mast usual "experiential" type of learning for many

a=i.versity students is the science labora -y exercise, where the setting is
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often artifice' and E**_prinCipaI goal is mamtined -o obra,4n-7Z:the right

p-ver. ta:7.ne-icl5P7---,a_om the conventional tatture and labarrory is not

particularly conducive pronotion of lifelong __ defined

above. ztather, there is a need to =ove teaChin== -cods in education

-may ftam -2.01.ac-=:.... ant- cache: -based apnrc.tcheSt.:. =pie realiszaz and student-

centred mztaods to achi_=-Te what Cropley ( -7S) t-s-a.s the nhormmant-=-_integratihm"

of learning with the =amy other aspects 0 =side the

instition ir=e= '.

This could .7t achieved in of ways. For era= -:L, students

t e=Selves serve as learning

fray tt teacher or the university libra
.

supplement knowlerLa gained

7- work and projez

Involving student research on epen-ended tight be encc

Student-. could be to have some the learning -ectives for

the _courst, and could au._:.sequently take 77:71: 1-- deciding how these objec-

tives have bee= fulfilled -- both by the. of evaluatitz,:he course and

evalr-?ti ng the=selves and their colleague_ rather than having -aese tasks

performed solely by the instructor.

To insure t=at the learning process in the classroom is transfer-

able to learning outside, evaluation should be continuous and cn-going to

provide students with the opportunity to change and improve their performance.

Successful performance on some practical predetermined criterion would also be

a more accurate reflection of real world evaluation _than the norm-based grading

practices so frequently found in contemporary colleges and universities. Other

approaches might include the use of different learning media (as opposed to

exclusive reliance on the spoken and printed word), use of outside resource

people as teachers, and the introduction of learning contracts between individual

students and the instructor.
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In famm all these aoproaches are alrlybeing used fn higher

educati=rto some extent. At the University of Waterloo, for example, under-

grae-tatp. students in vp-nne-ent Science learn Problem solving by Work..ag With

real 1 r-11Prts from the local businens community. Furthermore the entire

Water - Engineering Faculty, and tracb or the re= of the UniverSity, operates

on a of co-operative edumation, whereby students spend two of the six

years c.':zmei- undergraduate degree in a work ser-,"Fi related to their academic

The -;oh placements, all of which are -0E1,1 positions, are careuily

safectec hy the students and am advisor, and the University maintains contact

with students while they are fa outside employment. Each student must submit a

report work term which is assessed both by the University faculty and

the employer.

Another interesting approach that has been successfully used in a

rnive=ity setting is to 'nave the faculty and students learn together in an

area Tit-are neither are experts. This was the basis of the University of Keele's

"Foundation Tear" in which stall groups of faculty and students explored topics

that lay outside the faculty zember's own expertise.

Lifelong Learning in Higher Education: Prospects for the Future

It seems likely that a good many university faculty would agree

with the basic notion of lifelong, learning as described here, even if :heir

;;du teaching activities do less than desirable to encourage such learning in

practice. that are the prospects for change in the future? The response to

this question will be affected by both pnsitive and negative factors at work in

institutions of higher education that may-affect their ability to promote life-

long learning skills.



Limiting factors include the undue ra traditional didactic

teaching methods described above. In addition, it be remembered that

.any institutions of higher education, notably univeimma---3s, have =nitiple roles,

including the encouragement of scholarship and haste research, ard ti 3t_ such

functions =ay -1:7pose limitations on the tine and e=ergy that facultf are willing

to Invest in some of the innovative approaches mentizzme,i above. It is also

possible that the role of "university teacher as e=mert" carries with it

atticuces towards the teas' -4 'g process that are not pP-Titularly col,ducive to

lifelong learning. A furthet possible limitation a.= teaching innovation and

rIlan3e may lie in the traditional notion of acade=ac freedom, Whereby the

instructor is seen as the principal -- if not the :sc_le arbitor of teaching

content and method.

Yet another rezzridtion in =any higher education establishments,

especially in North America, has to do with the administrative structure within

which teaching takes place. Although certain changes have taken place in this

respect -- for eyampJ.e he offering of instruction outside the normal day-time

hour:: and in a variety of off-campu3 locations -- the idea that knowledge is

best coamoricated in uniform segments of three or four hours of instruction, per

week for thirteen or so weeks remains virtually sacrosanct, and will be very

hard to change. Apparently equally sacred is the North American grading

system whereby students are evaluated at least eight times a year (discounting

mid-term e.r-linAtions, term papers, and so on), for three or four years to

achieve a grade point average that is frequently calculated to within two

decimal places. A final factor working against the successful promotion of

lifelong skills in higher education concerns the point made by Cropley (1978)

that lifelong learning skills need to be promoted extensively in the elementary

9
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and secondary school system and, if this is not done; then it will be extremely

difcicult to change learning skills and attitudes at the college and university

level-.

On the positive side, it has been noted that many of the approacl-es

that might encourage lifelong learning skills already form part of

Instruction in higher education, and indeed many of the innovative techniques

described above were developed by teachers in colleges and universities.

Furthermore, if there is truth in CrapIey and Lave is (1973) contention that

effective teachers should be lifelong learners themselves, then the instructor

in higher _education is very fortunately placed, since continuing to learn

throughout a career is generally thought to be a characteristic -- if not a job

requirement -- of the effective university instructor.

A final source for hope may lie in the growth of the instructional

development movement in higher education, which has taken root in a large

=umber of countries throughout the developed world. Although there is little

hard evidence about the effects of instructional development activities on the

type and quality of student learning, the existence of instructional development

units Jffers a source of influence and expertise on various methods and approaches

that might be used to stim,.-.1ate lifelong learning in higher education.

Given the traditional respect payed to the importance of academic

scholarship, it seems plausible that efforts to promote lifelong learning (and,

for that ratter, instructional development) would be greatly enhanced by some

competent research in the field. For instance, there is surprisingly little

known about the present learning skills and attitudeS of college studentS, and

how these relate to different teaching approaches within the educational

system. There is not even very firm evidence on the attitudes to learning held

by teachers themselves. What would seem to be required is longitudinal study
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to fellow groaps of students throughout their educational and work lives in an

attempt to determine which skills taught in schc-al and - miversity are mast

relevant to the real world expariences of learners.
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